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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Language</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asenay</td>
<td>We Saw Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>We saw beauty and proceeded together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>My siblings, my country people,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>we have to live together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>My siblings and peers of my age,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>we have to live together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>so we can defeat our enemy,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>And he who drove us out of our country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>has to be driven out of his.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>We saw beauty and proceeded together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>I miss you, pearl of the sea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>I miss you, color of the sea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>He who doesn’t miss you loses some of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>his life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>We saw beauty and proceeded together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>I miss you, with your beautiful color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>I miss you, with your beautiful land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>He who misses you certainly loses some of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>his life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>We saw beauty and proceeded together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>A wealthy merchant came to see her,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>then the youth went looking for her.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>Many eyes are on her, what do we do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አልተ እስላላት እልሆ ከርር</td>
<td>We saw beauty and proceeded together.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>